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Peter's Gourmade Grill
"Gourmet Burger Joint"

by pointnshoot

Peter's Gourmade Grill, right on the edge of Tustin, from its opening
quickly became a hot spot for delicious gourmet burgers and sandwiches.
If you ask anyone what to order at Peter's the answer will be quick: the
signature ABC (avocado, bacon and cheddar) Burger. But the menu
doesn't stop there, with all kinds of behemoth burger and sandwich
combinations like The Rammer, grilled pastrami on top of a burger patty
with grilled onions and all the fixings, or the basil chicken sandwich. Aside
from things between bread, there are some appetizer, salad and main dish
options too, some classic American and some with a Mediterranean or
Mexican twist. The grill is in an old gas station so enjoy the unique
surroundings as you dig into your meal.

+1 714 832 2099

www.gourmadegrill.com/

14311 Newport Avenue, Tustin CA

Slater's 50/50 - Anaheim Hills
"Gourmet Burgers!"

by Eaters Collective on
Unsplash on Unsplash

Slater's 50/50 - Anaheim Hills is famous for their build your own giant
burger and amazing beer selection. Hidden in a strip mall, this restaurant
is the home ground of the '50/50 patty' a burger made up of ground beef
and ground bacon in equal parts. That is just a teaser of the epicurean
delights that are in the offing, such as Slater’s Vampire Dip, Beer cheese
fries, sweet potato fries with pumpkin sauce, Mac n' Cheese, Irish
quesadilla and more. There are options for vegetarians as well. Here's to
gourmet burgers and sandwiches, cheers!

+1 714 685 1103

slaters5050.com/locations/anaheimhills/

6362 East Santa Ana Canyon Road,
Anaheim CA

25 Degrees
"Bar & Burger Mania"

by Accidental Hedonist

+1 714 960 2525

If you're looking for a dark, trendy bar and an amazing gourmet burger in
one place, then 25 Degrees is it. Enter 25 Degrees and grab a seat at the
large bar or at one of the tables and dive in to the menu. Four signature
burgers come loaded with toppings like caramelized onions, Burrata,
pesto, green chili and more. If you're not in the mood for one of those,
they have an option to build your own custom burger with their 14
different options each of toppings, sauces and cheeses. They also offer
some equally decadent non-burger sandwich options like the Sonoran
Bobak Hot Dog which is a bacon-wrapped hot dog with caramelized
onion, tomato, pinto beans, onion, green chili, queso fresco, mustard and
garlic aioli. Try a shake, either with or without alcohol, or beer from the tap
to pair with your meal.
www.25degreeshb.com/

412 Walnut Avenue, Huntington Beach
CA

GBurger
"G for Gourmet"
If you're looking for somewhere that can make you a burger the size of
your head and serve it up alongside gluttonously delicious sides, venture
to GBurger in La Habra. The "G" in GBurger stands for gourmet, and they
perfectly straddle the line between gourmet and ridiculous(ly awesome).
Using the freshest ingredients, the open kitchen churns out delightfully
non-greasy beef patties with seemingly endless combinations of toppings.
Choose from their signature burgers like the caprese burger (tomato,
avocado, mozzarella, basil and garlic aioli) or the white truffle burger
(portobello mushrooms, roasted red peppers, asiago cheese and white
truffle oil) or opt for the G Burger, served with all the regular toppings and
then anything you like. Special toppings include teriyaki onions, grilled
pineapple and fried egg. Don't forget to order the G Style fries, which
come topped with bacon, their special sauce, cheese and grilled onions.

by Fotorech

+1 562 245 7208

www.gburger.com/

421 East La Habra Boulevard, La Habra
CA
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